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Abstract
We present a broad view of the crisis affecting the global financial sector by drawing upon the
strategic choice approach to the theory of firm (Cowling and Sugden, 1998, 1999). We emphasise
the process of engaging interested ‘publics’ in corporate decision-making. This is important given
the concentration of strategic decision-making in the banking sector, where the pursuit of shortterm corporate interests have been demonstrably inconsistent with wider public interests. We
analyse three UK cases which required major public interventions - Northern Rock, Bradford and
Bingley, and HBOS banks. Their history reveals significant changes in ownership, governance and
corporate strategy, which we link to their current plight. The current period of reform represents an
opportunity to address serious concerns over governance and we offer some suggestions.
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1. Introduction
Until recently the idea of a Western bank or financial group failing was beyond the realm of most
people’s imagination (except perhaps in very extreme cases, such as Enron or BCCI, where
corporate fraud or criminal activity by managers had become a problem). Depositing savings or
making an investment with a bank was seen to be reasonably safe, a virtually risk free action, which
was part of the normal functioning of the economy and society. Events in 2007 and 2008 have
illustrated how wrong this commonly held perception was, as the global financial system suffered
from a quickly spreading contagion initiated by the so-called subprime housing crisis in the USA.
Banking groups around the globe have suffered from the collapse of deals, bank runs, emergency
financial injections and bankruptcies, with some banks even being taken into public ownership. In
the UK, for instance, there have been high profile cases, most notably involving Northern Rock,
Bradford and Bingley, HBOS and Royal Bank of Scotland.

Much has been written about the sub-prime crisis, how this has expanded into the worldwide
financial and economic crisis that is evident today, and the various government responses to these
challenges (for an extensive overview of events, see Brunnermeier, 2009).

Most of these

contributions have tended to point towards inadequate regulation, poor monitoring and excessive
risk-taking within the financial markets as the major contributory factor to the current turmoil (see
for example, OECD, 2008, Krugman, 2008, Brunnermeier, 2009 or HM Treasury, 2009) and as
such, have in general adopted some form of ‘regulatory’ or ‘market failure’ type of analysis. While
these analyses have undoubtedly provided useful insights, they have also skirted around what we
would argue are the fundamental issues of the financial crisis, in particular issues of ownership and
governance of the banking system.

It is our intention in this paper to explore such issues and thus contribute to debate on the financial
crisis. In doing so, we adopt a strategic choice approach to the theory of the firm. This is rooted in
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the work of Cowling and Sugden (1998, 1999), who build on seminal contributions from Coase
(1937) and Zeitlin (1974). The strategic choice approach highlights the governance of key decisions
as being particularly important for achieving the public interest, and views a given sector in terms
of its impacts throughout the economy. It allows us to identify some of the deeper causes behind
recent events, while also providing unique insights into appropriate government policy for the
future governance of the financial sector. This is especially timely given the magnitude of recent
government interventions in the sector worldwide1.

In conducting our analysis, we focus primarily upon three of the aforementioned UK cases, which
required major interventions by the UK Government - Northern Rock, Bradford and Bingley, and
HBOS banks.

These are not only interesting cases in themselves where significant financial

institutions have required substantial government assistance and led to (part) public ownership, but
all were former building societies that were mutually owned until a change in government policy in
the mid 1980s allowed their conversion into publically owned banks.2 An analysis of these cases
using the strategic choice approach therefore links their plight in the present financial crisis with the
previous decisions concerning their ownership and governance structures, and in doing so requires a
re-examination of the issue of mutual ownership and its potential to be an alternative to the
shareholder or public ownership models that currently dominate. In exploring these cases we seek
to learn lessons for potential wider application, both for other institutions within the financial sector,
and for institutions in other sectors.

In order to pursue these arguments, the paper is organised as follows. Section (2) provides an
overview of the crisis as it afflicted the UK banking sector, focusing specifically upon our chosen
cases. Section (3) considers conventional analyses, namely regulatory and market failure type
arguments. In Section (4) we introduce the strategic choice approach and suggest that changes in the
ownership and governance structures of the former building societies provides crucial insights into
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the root of the current problems afflicting the banking sector. Section (5) then muses over
possibilities for alternative governance structures for our three cases, and UK banking more
generally. Finally, Section (6) concludes.

2. The Crisis afflicting Northern Rock, Bradford and Bingley, and HBOS: An Overview
Unlike in traditional banking models, where funding for mortgage advances was predominantly
from bank deposits, modern banks now largely finance their lending activities through (a
combination of) inter-bank borrowing on the global wholesale markets and securitisation. In this
respect the inter-bank market provides banks with access to global funds, allowing them to borrow
short-term (the amount dependent upon their own credit-rating) from which they can finance their
long term lending activities (i.e. mortgages). In benign conditions, banks can renew their maturing
borrowings quite easily to meet their daily obligations and perhaps take advantage of interest rate
spreads. Short-term liquidity however, can become a severe problem if market confidence is
adversely affected (as in the credit crunch). Securitisation involves banks repackaging their assets
(their mortgage book) and selling them on as securities to investors. This allows banks to
circumvent Basel minimum capital requirements by reducing the amount of risky assets on their
balance sheets, and raise (short term) liquidity from which to fund new mortgage borrowing. One
obvious problem here – from a public interest perspective – is that, in the aggregate, securitisation
lessens the banking sector’s interest in and ability to monitor loans and evaluate their risk (Chick,
2008). A lack of prudence in lending decisions and poor monitoring can create and exacerbate a bad
debt crisis and destroy market confidence.

Since the mid-1990s, these new modes of finance have become more prominent and have allowed
banks to pursue an aggressive strategy in a lucrative mortgage market, often offering a range of
low-cost mortgage products to customers, including those who might be deemed to be ‘sub-prime’
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(see Langley, 2008).3 In the UK, for instance, the ratio of total outstanding mortgage debt to GDP
has risen from 45% in 1995 to 82% in 2006 (OECD, 2009). The former building societies have
been at the forefront of this extraordinary growth in the mortgage market. Following
demutualisation, Northern Rock began to pursue a core strategy of focusing almost exclusively
upon the mortgage market, gradually withdrawing from the provision of what might be described as
‘non-core financial services’ such as insurance products (Stephens, 2001, pp.338-341). By 2007, it
had become one of the top 5 mortgage lenders in the UK (BBC News, 15/09/07) with this lending
largely being funded from the global wholesale markets.4 Mortgage lending also became riskier and
less prudent. Bradford and Bingley relied heavily upon wholesale funding to become a specialist in
the growing ‘buy-to-let’ market, a market which has a higher exposure to default given the high
number of ‘self certified’ mortgages (where borrowers are not required to provide proof of income).
HBOS – a merger of the former building society Halifax and the Bank of Scotland in 2001 – was
the UK’s largest mortgage lender and actively pursued lending in specialist higher risk activities,
such as buy-to-let and sub-prime mortgages. By the end of 2008, it was anticipated that around onethird of HBOS’s mortgage book had loan-to-values of over 90%. HBOS was also the most reliant
of all UK banks upon the wholesale markets, and its lending was estimated to be almost twice that
of its deposits (The Times, 17/09/08).

It is now widely acknowledged that aggressive mortgage lending, in particular to ‘riskier’ clients,
has led to the recent problems of heavy over-indebtedness. These practices have been fuelled by
banks’ greater access to global funds on the inter-bank markets and securitisation practices. The
subsequent problems of high levels of default, initially in the US (and now in the UK) sub-prime
housing markets, have reduced these avenues for bank liquidity and led to the so-called credit
crunch. In the latter respect, while banks’ assets have covered liabilities, their inability to raise
sufficient short-term liquidity to meet their daily operations has exposed the weaknesses of their
business models.
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In the UK, Northern Rock was the first major casualty in September 2007. Its weaknesses were
exposed leading to a ‘run’ on the bank, the first in the UK since 1866 (Shin, 2009). This ultimately
led to the bank seeking emergency funding of around £3 billion from the Bank of England (BBC
News, 15/09/07). Within a week of the crisis, Northern Rock’s share price fell by 60% on the
London Stock Exchange (BBC News, ibid). This in turn reduced Northern Rock’s credit rating
further and its ability to raise funds in the wholesale and retail markets to meet its’ short run
liabilities. By January 2008, loans from the Bank of England reached £26 billion, with further
guarantees of approximately £30 billion. During the autumn of 2007 and the early part of 2008 the
government invited bids for Northern Rock, although given the extent of the Bank of England’s
involvement all bids were subject to government approval. Ultimately no bid was deemed
acceptable and, given the interests of taxpayers, depositors and wider financial stability, Northern
Rock was taken into public ownership in February 2008.5

Almost a year later, a similar fate afflicted Bradford and Bingley (B&B) and the much larger
HBOS. In the case of B&B, rising concerns about its exposure to the ‘buy-to-let’ market led to a
downgrading of its’ credit rating and thus its ability to access wholesale markets for short-term
funding. This had been exacerbated by a 93% fall in its share price in the year to September 2008
(Channel 4 News, 28/9/08). A rights issue of £400 million in June 2008 failed to provide sufficient
new capital, and by the late summer of 2008 the bank’s ability to continue its daily operations had
been severely compromised. In September 2008 B&B was nationalised, while its savings operations
were sold to the Spanish financial group Banco Santander for £612 million. The UK government
took control of B&B’s mortgage book, personal loan book, wholesale liabilities and treasury assets.

HBOS’s tale is woefully similar. Falling housing prices meant that asset values on its book were
unlikely to meet liabilities, again leading to a downgraded credit rating. The bank’s heavy reliance
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upon wholesale funding for daily operations was compromised and the subsequent collapse in its
share price in September 2008 exacerbated the situation. A proposed takeover by rival bank Lloyds
TSB to secure its capital base and create a new ‘superbank’ was waived through and allowed to
bypass UK competition law (See Section 4.1). In October 2008 the government took a 40% share in
HBOS, becoming the largest single shareholder as part of the government’s emergency £37 billion
‘bailout’ of the UK banking sector.6

3. Regulatory and Market Failure arguments
In analysing the banking crisis, financial analysts and commentators have tended to point towards
an inadequate level regulation and poor monitoring within global financial markets as the main
contributory factors. At the global level, much of the financial regulation since the late 1980s has
emanated from the so-called Basel committee for international banking supervision. The first Basel
Accord in 1988 set international minimum capital requirements requiring banks to hold capital
equal to 8% of their risk weighted assets. The aim was to reduce systemic risk in the international
banking system, while also minimising the impact of national bank capital regulations on free
market competition. Basel I has subsequently been superseded by Basel II (2004), which is
currently being implemented. The new Accord is more flexible in that it allows banks to hold
capital reserves appropriate to the type of risks to which they are exposed, while providing a
framework for managing and monitoring risks7. While Basel II aims to provide greater transparency
with regard to banks’ risk portfolios, concerns have been raised as to the mechanisms by which risk
is measured. In early discussions relating to Basel II, a number of leading academics voiced their
concerns about the statistical modelling of risk and the particular difficulties in modelling risk due
to lack of appropriate data. Incorrect inferences in this respect could lead to under-estimation of
financial risk, create uncertainty and destabilise the financial system. They also expressed concerns
at the heavy reliance upon credit-rating agencies, who are unregulated and whose quality of risk
estimates is largely unobservable (see Danielsson et al., 2001). These concerns have, of course,
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been subsequently realised, with the credit worthiness of banks being significantly (and
dramatically) adjusted downwards to correct for previous miss-judgements. This in turn has reduced
their ability to access global wholesale markets8.

In the UK, responsibility for the supervision of the financial system and the implementation of
Basel has, since 1997, been held by the Financial Services Authority (FSA). The FSA has
responsibilities for maintaining market confidence, promoting public awareness of the financial
system, consumer protection and reducing financial crime, with a remit to ensure that financial
firms meet the requirements of current regulations, while also facilitating competition between
firms. Following the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, the FSA acquired additional
responsibilities for building and friendly societies, investment management and the securities and
futures markets, while in 2004 it also became responsible for mortgage regulation. The FSA’s
creation was part of a new government macro-micro financial framework, where the (independent)
operation of monetary policy was assigned to the Bank of England, which, in turn, acquiesced its’
own responsibilities for financial supervision to the new body (the FSA) so as to avoid any ‘conflict
of interest’ (see Di Noia and Di Giorgio, 1999).9

Some commentators have recently suggested that, in hindsight, responsibilities for financial
supervision ought to have remained with the Bank of England on the basis that through its daily
operations in the money markets it would have had better access to information about the liquidity
of the banking system, and would have been able to have acted quickly and accordingly in response
to the recent crisis. Indeed, the ability of the FSA to monitor minimum capital requirements and risk
has been particularly criticised in the light of recent events. In the Northern Rock case, for instance,
it has been claimed that the FSA ignored warning signs from the bank and continued to allow it to
operate without a risk mitigation programme in the months preceding its eventual collapse. It had
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also been warned by the Bank of England and other authorities of the risks in Northern Rock’s
wholesale funding model as early as October 2006 (The Times, 29/04/08).

The Bank of England has also not been immune to criticism. In the midst of the Northern Rock
crisis, it appeared overly concerned with the consequences of offering a blanket guarantee to
safeguard all deposits held at the bank for fear that ‘rescuing’ a retail bank in such a way might
encourage ‘moral hazard’. The argument goes that if banks were not allowed to ‘fail’ and could fall
back upon government support in times of crises then they would be encouraged to engage in ‘risky
behaviour’ in the pursuit of higher returns. The subsequent delay/inactivity by the Bank of England
in dealing with the immediate crisis was seen to raise levels of uncertainty and exacerbate the
unfolding situation.

The above regulatory and monitoring issues have been widely debated, along with the banks heavy
reliance upon securitisation and the wholesale markets to finance aggressive mortgage lending (see
for example OECD, 2009). While these contributions sometimes differ, one thing they have in
common is their focus on some aspect of competition, management or regulation; in other words
they adopt a standard ‘market failure’ type of analysis and argument. For instance, they tend to
focus upon issues such as whether the relevant authorities handled the crisis in an optimal way or
whether tighter financial regulations and better monitoring could have prevented problems from
developing, or at a micro level, whether shareholders lost control over managers in their company.

One such contribution is Krugman (2008), which not only shows the parallels of the present
financial crisis to several other historical crises (including the great depression), but also professes
to diagnose the cause of the current crises: the main focus is placed upon inadequate regulation.
This isn’t however, deficient regulation of the banks, but rather the emergence of a ‘shadow
banking system’10 (p.158) which serves the same basic function as the banks, but does so outside
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the banking regulation system.

By operating outside banking regulation, strict controls were

avoided which initially facilitated increased profits, but also absent was the stability and safety net
that banking control regulations are designed to provide.

This shadow banking system was

therefore vulnerable when the US housing market started to collapse, and quickly created a
contagion which spread throughout the financial sector given the inherent web of interconnections
that exist. Krugman (2008) is essentially blaming the advent of unregulated financial products such
as auction-rate securities, Collaterial Debt Obligations (CDO) and other similar modern ‘financial
instruments’ and innovations for the financial crisis. In line with these conclusions, Brunnermeier
(2009) presents a more detailed account as to how (some of) these new financial products played a
key part in the crisis as part of his wider overview of events.

While there is much value in exploring such perspectives, they have been addressed elsewhere and
seem to be the focus of current public policy reforms (see for example, the proposals for the UK as
outlined in HM Treasury, 2009). Moreover, the focus on a pure ‘market failure type’ analysis can
mask more fundamental issues at the root of the present crisis. Their analysis is essential if policymakers wish to fully rectify current systemic deficiencies and thus avert future problems. In our
view, the roots of the present crisis are linked to the governance of the institutions that comprise the
banking system and indeed contemporary capitalist economies more generally. By governance we
refer specifically to the ways in which different interests in the behaviour of these institutions are
articulated in the process of making key decisions.

This emphasis is something quite different to the focus placed on regulation by most authors and
policy makers. As identified by Branston et al. (2006a) a focus on regulation is essentially ‘an armslength response to failures in arms-length relationships’ (p.203); a rigid framework is employed to
try to enforce behaviour of a type that is deduced to be in the public interest. Whilst regulatory
systems undoubtedly deliver benefits, it is often the case that regulation will struggle to keep pace
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with the evolution of the sector (as has been suggested of recent developments in the financial
sector). More importantly, the ‘public’ is itself usually divorced from the process; thus there is
every chance that collectively ‘the public’ might desire alternatives to either the regulated outcome
or the regulation mechanism. Gauging the public interest through conjecture and attempting to
achieve this through regulation is a poor substitute for their direct involvement in identifying and
implementing optimal outcomes as an integral part of the decision-making process. Indeed, Long
(1990, p. 171) defines the public interest as such: “consequences of private parties’ actions create a
public as that public discovers its shared concern with their effects and the need for their control.
The public’s shared concern with consequences is a public interest”.11 Preferences are undoubtedly
shaped by the process of involvement, so in the absence of a collective voice process we have no
way of knowing with any certainty the public’s evolving interest in key decisions.12

As a simple and acknowledgedely limited analogy, consider the actions of parents looking after a
young baby who is unhappy. When the baby can’t communicate the parents have to guess at what
is making the baby unhappy and it often takes time to identify the needs/desires of the child or to
simply pacify it when its needs/desires can’t be directly identified. This is akin to a regulated
solution in that the benign authority (the parents) are doing what they think is in the general interest
of the child (which we might think of as representing the general public). In contrast, when the
baby is able to communicate the parents can often find out exactly what the baby is unhappy about,
and thus address it directly, no doubt sometimes after negotiations where the opinions of baby and
parent differ. This is almost certainly a more efficient solution in that is quicker, because the
parents don’t have to go through several guesses before hitting upon the correct resolution, and will
most likely generate a Pareto improvement in that all involved are likely to be happier with both the
outcome and mechanism of getting there. While this illustration considers mediating the interests of
just one person rather than the many that form a public, the essential argument regarding
communication can be extended with appropriate collective mechanisms. Thus with regulation of
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the banking and finance sector and indeed more generally: a system based upon the articulation of
what Hirschman (1970) has identified as the ‘voice’ of interested participants is likely to generate
superior solutions to one which relies upon a fixed set of rules selected to achieve outcomes that are
(often artificially) construed to be in the wider public interest (see Section 4).13

In contrast to a focus on (failures of) regulation, an alternative for an analysis of the current banking
and financial difficulties is to examine the implications of governance: in particular the issue of
corporate control. By examining issues such as which groups are in a decision-making position and
whose interests are being pursued with the execution of these decisions, we generate a focus that is
quite different from a pre-occupation with the regulation of market failures. Indeed, as we will
show, this alternative focus is critical if an analysis is to truly consider what is in the public interest,
which should surely be the ultimate goal of any policy maker. It is to this analysis that we now turn
in the next section through the strategic choice approach.

4. An Alternative Analysis based on the Strategic Choice Framework
4.1. The Strategic Choice Approach
There is a growing body of literature that analyses the development of industries and economies
from a ‘strategic choice’ perspective (Bailey et al., 2006 and references therein). This work has its
roots in Cowling and Sugden’s (1987, 1994, 1998, 1999) analysis of the modern corporation and
their relationships with national and local economies. Cowling and Sugden build upon Coase’s
(1937) distinction between in-firm planning and outside-firm market co-ordination and Zeitlin’s
(1974) observations on corporate governance, to define the modern corporation as ‘the means of coordinating production from one centre of strategic decision-making’. Strategic decisions are defined
as those which affect the strategic direction of the firm, such as the level of investment, employment
or its location (Cowling and Sugden, 1998, p.64-67)..They suggest that the concentration of
strategic decision-making in modern corporations is likely to result in ‘strategic failure’: a situation
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arising when the strategic decisions of corporate hierarchies fail to meet the wider public interest(s).
This occurrence is more likely in imperfect markets, where a ‘few’ corporate executives are often
able to pursue their own interests despite potential resistance from the ‘many’ wider stakeholders in
society who may be impacted on by the former’s higher-level decisions. Hence socially inefficient
outcomes are likely as those able to exert control are free to ignore the wishes of society at large
which give rise to the public interest.

A simple application of this theoretical framework might be to re-consider the takeover of HBOS
by its rival Lloyds TSB (see Section 2). During the financial troubles of the global banking sector
Lloyds TSB Plc was a British bank which was relatively well placed given that it had avoided much
of the contagion in the marketplace.

When in autumn 2008, its rival HBOS found itself in

considerable financial difficulties, Lloyds TSB sought to purchase it in a controversial take-over to
form the Lloyds Banking Group. The deal went through in January 2009, but required the UK
government to bypass normal competition rules given the size of both banks. Not surprisingly, the
takeover has been controversial particularly among those with an interest, largely on the grounds
that the full implications of the takeover for the wider public interest will take several years to
emerge (see The Economist Opinion 6/11/08; Whittam-Smith, 10/11/08). Those in opposition to the
deal favoured other possible solutions to the problems that existed at HBOS, which if chosen may
have different impacts upon the banking sector and the wider public interest (see also The Daily
Telegraph, 18/5/09). The key point is that while the deal was opposed by many of those with an
interest (shareholders, employees, governments, consumer organisations, and indeed rival banks),
the executives in control of strategic decision-making in the two banks were able to execute the deal
with expediency despite this resistance. While too early to make a judgement of strategic failure,
the process carries a high risk of generating a socially inefficient outcome because for the most part
those in opposition to the deal were excluded from the decision-making process and therefore had
no real voice in determining strategy.
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The main implication of the ‘strategic choice’ approach is that through widening participation in
strategic decision-making processes, the power of ‘the few’ is diluted as they become part of ‘the
many’ though the democratisation of governance, which in turn can nullify the risk of ‘strategic
failure’ and promote more socially optimal outcomes. In essence, this process gives Hirschmanian
(1970) ‘voice’ (the articulation of interests to improve a situation) to those who are currently
excluded, and suggests a requirement of a balance between the use of voice and the alternate
mechanism of ‘exit’ (the withdrawal from an unsatisfactory situation). Overrall, this implies greater
focus upon how the various organisations and institutions in society are governed. While the
governance of economic activity co-ordinated by governments and by other non-governmental
organisations is likely to be important, the most natural departure point from Cowling and Sugden’s
original analysis is to focus upon the governance of economic activity co-ordinated by firms.
Indeed, there is a strong tradition in the literature seeking to analyse the so-called ‘public interest’
with regards firm-based economic activity (a detailed discussion of which can be found in Branston
et al, 2006) and in analysing the governance of specific industrial sectors (see Bailey, 2006).

At this point we should note that our use of the strategic choice approach suggests a focus that is
markedly different from traditional analyses of ownership, competition and regulation. Our notion
of governance differs from a narrow focus on shareholders controlling managers or a regulatory
authority controlling a particular industrial sector. Rather it implies a deeper and broader
understanding of corporate decision-making processes, starting from an analysis of whose interests
are and should be articulated, and ultimately aiming to uncover ways of developing efficient and
effective voice among the ‘publics’ affected by corporate decisions. This governance focus does not
necessarily imply one or another form of ownership; ownership per se is not the key issue. Indeed,
ever since Berle and Means (1932) first identified the separation of ownership and control, we
know that the two are not perfectly correlated and are in some sense quite separate. Senior
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managers and the Board of Directors of the modern corporation exercise a good measure of control,
yet often have no (or at least relatively small) direct ownership claims, whilst many (small)
shareholders theoretically enjoy considerable ownership rights but have little real control. The
importance of ownership is only in so far as it impacts upon governance; more specifically,
different ownership settings may render effective governance in the public interest more or less
likely in different contexts.

4.2. Mutuality, Demutualisation and ‘Strategic Failure’
In applying the strategic choice approach to our cases, it is appropriate to consider the concept of
mutuality and the subsequent impact of demutualisation upon the governance structures and
strategic decision making processes within the former building societies. According to Marshall et
al. (2003, p. 735), mutuality ‘stresses mutual interdependence as the means of promoting collective
well-being’. In mutual societies, customers (often referred to as members) are both users and own a
share of the business. There are no external shareholders and surpluses are typically distributed to
members in the form of low cost mortgages and low risk savings accounts with preferential rates of
interest (Kay, 1991). More widely, many building societies have traditionally been involved in
paternalistic activities in their own communities, often adopting ‘profit-satisficing’ behaviour such
as maintaining (unprofitable) branch networks and extending basic financial services to financially
excluded parties (see Marshall et al., 2003: 743-746). In theory, mutuality confers a democratic and
inclusive environment where all members have one vote - irrespective of the size of their deposit
holdings – through which they can exercise their ‘voice’ at annual general meetings, where the
society’s executives appear for re-election (the exit option is also available by moving deposits
elsewhere).

Notions of democracy and altruism within the UK building society movement are, however, not
completely realistic. Indeed as early as 1984, Barnes (1984), for instance, was concerned about the
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monopolistic activities of the larger building societies: in particular the building society cartels that
persisted in the 1960s and 1970s which restricted competition at the expense of members’ welfare.
He was also concerned about the low participation rates of members in societies’ decision making
processes – such as at annual meetings – and the (lack of) accountability of directors to members,
particularly in relation to the lack of transparency over the use of building society reserves and the
appropriability of surpluses between members.14 These issues became more acute as membership
grew and senior executives became more remote. Moreover, in the more liberalised era of the
1980s and 1990s, building societies began to adopt a more commercial approach and often operated
like banks (Drake, 1998), thus distancing themselves from the original ideals of mutuality.

Indeed, demutualisation followed a long period in which financial market de-regulation had led to
building societies facing increased competition from banks and other financial institutions. By the
late 1980s and early 1990s, mutuality was increasingly regarded as being an ‘outdated’ form of
ownership. The ability of building societies to compete on a level playing field was compromised
by the size of their capital and legislation. In the first instance, building societies had long been
restricted in their ability to expand by the size of their capital reserves - which are built up from
accumulated profits – and the more ‘competitive’ markets of the 1980s and 1990s had led to lower
profit margins, thus constraining their ability to grow even further. Secondly, while legislation in
the 1980s – such as the 1986 Building Society Act – had provided building societies with more
commercial freedoms, they still faced several legal restrictions on their activities, particularly in
relation to raising external funds on wholesale money markets (see also Boxall and Gallagher,
1997).15

The inability to compete equally with banks led to a growing frustration among the hierarchies in a
number of high profile building societies. These senior executives often had little sympathy for the
principles of mutuality and generally favoured more aggressive commercial approaches. Moreover,
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they were increasingly influential, particularly in shaping the direction of corporate strategy within
the sector (Marshall et al. 1997, 2003). Demutualisation – an option under the 1986 Act - was thus
seen as an opportunity to break free from legal restrictions and allow building societies greater
freedom in the market. For senior executives, there were other attractions. Demutualisation offered
legal protection from hostile takeover for 5 years following conversion, thus protecting incumbent
positions of office (this was diluted in the 1997 Building Society Act, whereby the protection was
removed if the successor company acquired another financial institution or 75% of shareholders
voted to waive the protection). It also offered senior executives the possibility of higher personal
financial incentives and rewards, something which was instrumental in driving the demutualisation
process forward (see also, Barnes and Ward, 1999). Supported by members’ growing expectation of
demutualisation windfalls, a number of leading building societies converted to public limited
companies in the late 1990s.

As we are now aware, these incentives and the ability of the new banks to raise large sums on the
wholesale markets to fund aggressive mortgage lending to increase their market shares (and
executive commissions) has contributed to the present crisis and led to the ‘strategic failure’
afflicting the whole financial system and society more widely. Yet, would mutuality have provided
for a more stable financial environment? A crucial argument in this respect relates to the degree of
risk undertaken within the overall market. Interestingly, in the earlier demutualisation debate,
Llewellyn and Holmes (1991) argued that a wider variety of financial institutions provides greater
stability to the overall market vis-à-vis a concentration of similar types of institutions. They
suggested that since mutuals are not susceptible to the short-term demands of shareholders, they are
less likely to undertake risky projects to deliver quick returns. This is particularly so given that
mistakes are likely to be extremely costly for mutuals since they inevitably lead to (painful) balance
sheet adjustments and thus restrict their future growth. In contrast, commercial banks are able to
replenish their capital through the wholesale markets, and thus pursue more risky projects. In
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considering earlier crises afflicting the British banking sector during the 1970s and 1980s, where
retail banks were seen to ‘over react’ in pursuing short-term (risky) profitable ventures, Llewellyn
and Holmes muse whether the greater instability that subsequently occurred (within the system as a
whole) would have happened if there was a greater balance in both mutual and PLC firms in the
market (p.344). The point seems particularly pertinent given recent events.

Our analysis would interpret the present crisis afflicting the former building societies as ‘strategic
failure’. Driven by the deregulation and liberalisation of financial markets in the 1980s and 1990s,
the corporate hierarchies of the former building societies have consistently pursued their own
strategic interests, such as pushing the de-mutualisation process forward and pursuing aggressive
mortgage lending. As we discussed earlier, the strategic interests of this group often ignore the
protests of others: see, for example, Perk’s (1991) in-depth account of the measures taken by
corporate executives in the case of Abbey National to nullify opposition to that society’s
demutualisation process in the late 1980s. Moreover, as we have seen in the ensuing crisis, the
pursuit of these corporate interests has been inconsistent with the wider public interest in the long
term, with the recent bailouts by the UK government (the amount of which are unprecedented)
being testimony to this ‘strategic failure’. In line with this analysis we can similarly attribute the
recent difficulties that a number of current building societies have also found themselves in, to a
lack of accountability in their governance structures, and associated behaviour outside their
traditional domains in attempts to compete with the wider banking sector. The Dunfermline
Building Society, for example, has also found itself in financial difficulties and had to be rescued
by the government and its rival the Nationwide Building Society in March 2009. In the four years
prior to this, the society had been warned by the FSA that it was taking risks when it moved into
commercial property lending and self-certified mortgages.16 We can therefore see that governance
reform, both for banks and existing building societies, is critical if we are to have a sector that
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operates free from strategic failure and thus in the public interest. The question is what structure
might this reform take, and it is to a discussion of possible ideas that we now turn.

5. Future Options for Bank Governance Structures
The current period where Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley are both wholly in public
ownership, and where the government has significant stakes in two of the largest high-street banks
(Lloyds Banking Group and also RBS), provides a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for significant
reform. This might be focussed on these particular institutions directly, and if implemented
successfully could light the way in addressing concerns over the future governance of UK banking
institutions more generally. For these reforms to be meaningful they need to move beyond current
proposals for the sector which seem to centre on tighter regulation and restraint of large bonuses,
and instead directly address issues of governance. Indeed most concerning are reports that the UK
government want a quick return to the private sector of the stakes they own in these financial
institutions.

This policy would completely miss the opportunity for serious reform of these

institutions and is no doubt influenced by short-term political objectives with the government being
eager to relinquish the state’s involvement and presumably highlight its ‘success’ in ‘turning
around’ the ailing banks to court public opinion ahead of a general election in May 2010. Such
short-term politically driven thinking must be resisted if structures are to be put in place which can
lead to the attainment of the public interest in the longer term and avoid a repeat of current
difficulties though failure to address the underlying causes.
5.1 Mutuality
One possibility might be to consider a return of the former building societies back to some form of
reformed mutual status. Such a move would remove the bank from the state’s books and thus ease
the pressure on the public finances. It should also provide the opportunity for members to begin to
feel some form of ‘ownership’ of the society. In this latter respect, membership rights might be
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conferred for a small (nominal) deposit (e.g. £1), as in the remaining building societies. They would
be open to all.

However, as noted in Section (4), mutual status by itself does not necessarily provide for an
inclusive and democratic environment (see Barnes, 1984). There is the danger of ‘elite capture’,
with agendas and strategies being pursued in the interests of the few. To guard against this and such
practices, measures will need to be put in place, perhaps in the Articles of Association, to safeguard
the democratic rights of all members and encourage wider participation. In particular, it might be
necessary to prevent against any possibility of a second de-mutualisation. Of course, any new
mutual society will continue to face competitive pressures to act commercially. Indeed, as we have
noted, many remaining building societies now operate in similar ways to banks. However, if
structures, regulations and Articles of Association are designed carefully then there is no reason
why mutuals can not co-exist with more commercial organisations as they have done for over 150
years previously, and be able to pursue a wider set of interests than that of commercial profit.

The main obstacle to this route for reform is that the mere transfer of the state’s ownership stakes to
the (new) society’s members will not raise any monies to recompense the tax-payer for their
involvement in the sector. Given the current and unprecedented level of UK government borrowing,
this is likely to be a significant barrier to reforms of this nature. However, with some creative
thinking and a long-term view, mutuality might still be feasible. Two possibilities immediately
present themselves. The first is that the government creates mutual ownership organisations for the
former building societies it wholly owns, and funds this through the profitable commercial sale of
its partial stakes in other banks. This is clearly a second best solution in that it only partially
addresses institutions in the sector and so would need to be seen as part of a longer, on-going
project. The second possibility is that the government again creates mutual ownership structures,
but does so through the loan of the required capital to these new mutual organisations. This money
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is then repaid to the government through any profits the organisations earn in the future until the
state’s financial commitments have been fully repaid. This second possibility would not raise
monies in the short-term (which might be problem), but it does have the advantage of being
applicable to all of the financial stakes in banks that the government owns at present.

5.2 Alternative Management Structures
Alternative structural solutions for the reform of the banking sector and that are seen to have had
some success at a national level (and which could address our concerns with ‘strategic failure’),
might draw upon the experiences of other public organisations operating in commercial
environments, most notably the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) and Network Rail. The
BBC, for instance, is a large and successful media organisation with an interesting and arguably
unique governance structure (see Branston and Wilson, 2006). Neither privately nor publically
controlled in the conventional (government) sense, the BBC has no shareholders and is explicitly
mandated by Royal Charter to operate in the interests of the ‘public’ of license-fee payers that it is
tasked to serve. To carry out this task the Charter establishes a BBC Trust, which is required
‘actively to seek the views of, and engage with, licence fee payers’ (DCMS, 2006: Section 26).
This operates alongside a series of mechanisms through which public ‘voice’ can be developed,
including ‘National Broadcasting Councils’ for different parts of the UK, the geographical
dispersion of production and ‘drop-in’ facilities, and considerable website space dedicated to
informing on its activities and enabling comment and feedback (Branston and Wilson, 2006).
Compared with the commercial rivals it competes against, the BBC is thus less prone to ‘strategic
failure’.

Similarly, Network Rail, the British railway infrastructure company, has no shareholders and a
mission ‘to deliver a safe, efficient, sustainable and reliable rail service’ (Network Rail, 2007/08,
p.1), rather than profits. Network Rail owns and operates the railway infrastructure in Great
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Britain, providing the facilities (such as track and stations) for the train operating companies to use
when providing services to the public or to industry.17 Legally it is a company limited by guarantee,
which means that it is a private limited company. However rather than shareholders, it has 108
members (Network Rail, 2008, p.20) who provide the corporate governance and hold the manage
team to account. The company is professionally run by a board of directors and senior management
team with the aim of making profits, as with a traditional shareholder owned firm. However, rather
than paying dividends to shareholders, profits are re-invested in the industry.

Such a model is potentially more likely to avoid problems of ‘strategic failure’ because the
organisation is explicitly designed to make decisions informed by the ‘many’ with an interest in the
railways, rather than the ‘few’ with an interest in their own private return. Our arguments would
suggest nevertheless that its success in doing so will depend on the governance mechanisms in
place to articulate these interests. In the case of Network Rail, mechanisms are focused on the role
of its ‘members’, who include representatives from all stakeholders in the industry. Members are
appointed following an open application process and appointment panel, and there are two main
categories: Industry Members and Public Members. Industry Members are drawn from all of those
firms which operate within the railway industry; from firms that operate trains, to companies that
provide engineering services to Network Rail. Public Members are drawn from all other individuals
or organisations which have an interest in how the railway functions; from individual members of
the public with an uncommon interest in the sector, to worker representatives, to regional transport
organisations. Thus there is an open opportunity for everyone with an interest in the company to
engage with its decision-making process, either directly through becoming a member and holding
management to account, or indirectly through representations to those selected to be members.

Whilst different in their nature, both of these examples illustrate institutional possibilities that offer
significant potential for the development of governance solutions that can reduce the dangers of
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strategic failure in key economic sectors, of which banking is undoubtedly one. We suggest that
exploring, testing and advancing these possibilities in the context of the banking industry is an
important challenge for public policy.

5.3 A hybrid solution?
In light of the possibilities outlined above, we would advocate a hybrid solution that combines
elements from each, whilst also recognising the constraints that exist, most notably the current level
of government debt. First of all, some form of mutually owned organisation would seem to be an
appropriate starting point given that it automatically gives the right of participation to those with a
significant interest, and does so in a way that isn’t dependent upon a significant financial
contribution. One difference to existing practice would need to be the inclusion of employees as
clearly they are a group with a very significant interest in the organisation but are currently
excluded. Furthermore, there would need to be safeguards to ensure that the society was run in the
interests of all of its members and avoid the re-occurrence of ‘elite capture’ by senior executives
(see Section 4.2).

One way of achieving this might be for the creation of a BBC Trust style panel or a wider Network
Rail member grouping to more forcefully represent the views of the members in some form of
supervisory capacity. One of the problems of a standard mutually owned building society is that
members are numerous and individually small, meaning that in reality there is little member power
as it is hard to form a coalition for change (Barnes, 1984). By creating some form of members’
body that sits between management and all members, this problem would be directly addressed.
Clearly there would have to be careful planning if a ‘super-member panel’ were to be created to
ensure that it did represent member views, but with some trial and adjustments something beneficial
is possible. Perhaps seats could be reserved for borrower members, saver members, and employees
so that no one set of interests is unduly dominant, and this member panel could be established with
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a specific statutory duty of consulting all members as to what is appropriate policy, and report back
to them on key decisions taken. It could be said that a BBC Trust style body is perhaps a little too
small and so something more of the size of the Network Rail membership of 100 might be more
appropriate. The exact size will no doubt be determined by the exact constitution of the body, and
the balancing between different sorts of members that needs to take place. That said, we might
expect it to be somewhere between the two, balancing the need for defuse decision-making with the
need for limits on the number to enable a practical operational design.

If such a member centric organisation could be created from the government holdings in say
Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley, there is no reason that this model, once established, could
not be extended to other building societies that currently exist. The government could provide
backing for this scheme in terms of processes and since these are already mutually owned financial
institutions, such changes should not draw heavily upon resources. Indeed, by kick-starting such a
reform of the wider building societies sector we might envisage a further level of reform where each
society might specialise in a certain area. This might be a geographic area, providing financial
services of the type required by particular locations or regions, or could be specialising in the needs
of specific industries, or indeed, a combination of the two where appropriate. It might also be the
case that they specialise in other ways, providing ethical banking for example, or services
acceptable to various religious faiths.

One of the main obstacles to this vision is the financial constraints that currently exist in the UK
public finances. As mentioned in Section (5.1), this might be addressed with some imagination,
perhaps through some long-term payback to the state for the initial endowment in the two newly
established mutually owned building societies, and/or through the profitable commercial sale of the
government’s stakes in the high-street banks. This would obviously place a ‘profit-satisficing’
condition on future operations at least until the government investment had been repaid. Such an
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approach might also find favour with the European Union, whose market and state aid rules and
regulations are also likely to need to be given consideration when undertaking such reforms.

6. Concluding Comments
The strategic choice approach provides unique insights into the recent financial crisis and a focus
that is markedly different from typical mainstream approaches, which have tended to analyse
regulatory and market failures. While these issues are undoubtedly important, there is a danger that
such approaches may be too narrow and neglect deeper issues that are at the root of the crisis. In
contrast, the strategic choice approach calls for a broader view of the situation, with a particular
emphasis upon addressing the issues of ownership and governance within the banking sector for the
attainment of the public interest. The argument pursued in this paper is that the restricted strategic
decision-making processes of the banks and other financial institutions prevented the identification
of a strategy that was in the wider public interest, as the strategy chosen by ‘the few’ in control of
these institutions was excessively dominated by a desire for short-term returns which necessitated
disproportionate risks. This was particularly the case in the UK former building societies and our
analysis here linked their current plight with previous strategic decisions concerning their
ownership and governance structures and the subsequent and excessive focus upon sub-prime
lending, and a heavy reliance upon securitisation and wholesale funding. This has invariably
contributed to ‘strategic failure’ both in the financial sector and in the economy and society more
widely.

Our focus on ownership and governance has pointed towards a re-examination of the issue of
mutual ownership and its potential to be an alternative to the shareholder or national ownership
models that currently dominate. Furthermore, we have suggested that the concept of mutual
ownership needs to be reformulated so that included as members are all of those with a significant
interest, and also to ensure that members rather than managers have the real power in the
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governance process. To that end we advocated exploring the possibility of creating membership
panels to sit between the body of members and those running such institutions so as to ensure the
wider public interest is achieved.

In advocating such policies we are in essence calling for the democratisation of the key decisionmaking processes of the various institutions that comprise the financial sector. The former building
societies specifically discussed are just a starting point given the opportunity that the current
government ownership of these institutions presents. In the longer term policies are required to
ensure that the management of whole financial sector is geared more towards the public interest
than the attainment of short-run profits. Such policies need to nurture the public’s articulation of
‘voice’ so that they no longer have to rely upon exit strategies when dealing in this market. The
reform of Northern Rock, and Bradford and Bingley is therefore just a first, but we would argue,
necessary step if the banking sector is to be transformed so that it is run in the public interest.
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1

For example, the British Government made £500 billion available to rescue the banking sector (HM Treasury, 2009),

and the IMF estimates that the total support given to the British financial sector at more than £1.2 Trillion (The Daily
Telegraph, 01/08/09). In the US, the Federal government created the $700 billion Troubled Asset Relief Program
(TARP), the majority of which was used to support the financial sector (BBC News, 22/06/09a), and has supplemented
this with another bailout plan which uses public and private funds worth at least $1.5 Trillion (BBC News, 22/06/09b).
On a global level, the IMF estimates that more than $10 trillion of government support has been given to the financial
sector (BBC News, 31/07/09).
2

A ‘building society’ is a mutually owned bank which specialises in mortgages and saving products. These institutions

are very similar to ‘building and loan associations’ of the USA.
3

The term ‘sub-prime’ originates from the US mortgage market and relates to customers who have poor credit histories

and are thus a higher risk to lenders. Such customers usually pay a premium rate on loans to compensate the bank for
bearing the higher risk.
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4

It is estimated by the middle of the current decade, three quarters of Northern Rock’s funding came from the global

wholesale markets (BBC News, ibid).
5

See Shin (2009) for a more in-depth overview and analysis of the collapse of Northern Rock.

6

Other banks were also affected, most notably the Royal Bank of Scotland Group.

7

Basel II is regarded as being more ‘risk sensitive’ in that it takes account of the different types of risk that banks face,

such as operational risk arising from a bank’s normal operations (e.g. fraud and legal risks, physical and environmental
risk), market risk (where asset values decline due to market factors), and credit risk (the risk of default). In short, the
new rules imply that the greater risk to which a bank is exposed, the higher the bank’s capital requirement to safeguard
its solvency.
8

A damning recent criticism of the role of credit-rating agencies in the crisis has been made by the US Securities and

Exchange Commission (08/07/08). They noted in particular the lack of documentation and transparency in the creditrating process, with staff often failing to follow correct procedures and model guidelines in assigning credit ratings for
residential mortgage backed securities, which tended to be more optimistic and did not reflect their true loss risk.
Langley (2008) has also noted problems with credit-rating agencies and their role in fuelling sub-prime lending.
9

At the time, the transfer of the supervisory role from the Bank of England to the new authority attracted minor

controversy and debate, though the ‘conflicts of interest argument’ held (see Di Noia and Di Giorgio, 1999, for a
summary). The main argument was that micro regulation tends to be pro-cyclical, while macro (monetary) policy tends
to be counter cyclical, so in periods of high inflation, monetary policy may favour higher interest rates, which for
regulatory authorities may cause concern if they adversely affect the profitability and solvency of the banking system. A
further complication could arise when central banks employ monetary instruments (such as access to open market
operations) as an instrument to enforce supervisory recommendations (see Tuya and Zamalloa, 1994).
10

Also sometimes said to be known as a ‘parallel banking system’

11

Long draws in particlar on the seminal work of Dewey (1927) in analysing the public interest: for a more detailed

analysis, see Sacchetti and Sugden (2007).
12

This involvement would need to take the form of more that just sample based public consultations by the regulatory

body. This would only be a partial solution, the reasoning for which will be explained further in the next section which
focuses on the strategic choice framework.
13

The baby analogy is useful for a further point regarding regulation. Sometimes the public is ‘wrong’ and regulation is

needed to limit what they would otherwise like to happen, in the same way that parents sometimes know better what is
in the interest of their child. It isn’t always appropriate for the child to stay up late and eat chocolate. The key
difference in this situation is that utilising regulation alone removes (or at the very least reduces) the possibility of the
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public themselves from identifying superior solutions or outcomes. The public in this setting has no possibility of using
Hirschman’s (1970) concept of voice.
14

This might be contrasted with PLC status, where there is much less ambiguity over entitlement to the share of profits –

it belongs to the shareholders (Kay, 1991).
15

Under the 1986 Building Society Act, building societies were limited to borrowing up to 20% of their total funds from

wholesale money markets. This limit was later raised to 40% (Marshall, et.al 1997).
16

See BBC News (20/05/09).

17

Network rail doesn’t operate passenger or freight trains, nor own the rolling stock used to provide these services.

These are provided by train operating companies, freight operating companies and rolling stock companies respectively.
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